Belfast Lecture
By: David G. Orr

A

	
n unusual venue for a lecture about the African Union served in the United States Colored troops. Additionally, they
Church Cemetery was provided by Queen’s University Belfast, enthusiastically responded to the powerful nexus created by the
Northern Ireland, on October 27, 2015. This came about through a African American community, past and present, in creating an
former PhD student of mine, Professor Audrey Hornung, who is holistic account of what is truly an important part of american
currently Head of the Schools of Paleoecology, Archaeology, and culture. All and all, it was a tale well received!!
Geography at Queen’s. She asked me if I would be willing to 	
Last year was the 150th anniversary of the birth of the poet
lecture to the school about the cemetery. I, of course agreed and William Butler Yeats in Ireland. My talk also referenced his
soon I received an invitation from the Dean and the day and title comments on the products of revolution; cultural alienation and
were agreed on. My talk was called “A Free Place for Free People: political instability. This year continues these themes with the
African-American Community Archaeology in
Centennial of the 1916 Easter Rebellion in
The Delaware Valley(USA)”. I was staying with
Dublin which led to a free Ireland and further
Audrey in Callybacky, Antrim, at the time so it
religious conflict in the north which opted to
was most convenient. I had been visiting
stay loyal to the United Kingdom. As I travelled
archaeological sites of all periods in Ulster, led
throughout Ireland, north and south, I was
brilliantly by Audrey’s husband, Nicholas
confronted by this legacy which still seemed to
Brannon, just retired chief archaeologist of
simmer under the surface. I was especially
Northern Ireland for the Department of the
conscious of it in Derry (Londonderry) where
Environment.
the memory of the violence of the recent
	
Ulster is a beautiful land rich with
“troubles” were on display in huge graphic
history and archaeology and I was captivated
murals throughout the Catholic Community
by the power of its landscape and its people. It
(Free Derry, Bogside). I quickly recognized the
is also the land of my ancestors, the Magees
metaphorical significance of my Queens’
and Orrs, who seem to be everywhere
University tale of racial conflict in Delaware,
throughout the province. There is also some
vis-à-vis the cruel long standing religious wars
waged in Ireland between Catholics and
dramatic symmetry between the conflicts still
Protestants. I now seemed to better understand
present in both of our countries, one of race
Queen’s University, Belfast
my own ancestor William Orr who fought the
and the other of religion. My audience,
English and died a martyr in 1798. As Yeats
students and faculty mostly, but some
interested public as well, were well aware of this background. I would say “and what if excess of love bewildered [him] till he died”.
quickly quoted the Irish Nineteenth Century patriot, whose statue For me it also brought home the role of human conflict, racial and
dominates the street named after him in Dublin, Daniel O’Connell. religious, economic and class, even urban versus rural, in our
He had met Frederick Douglas and I would love to have listened in present age. It was an unforgettable Odyssey for me as I sought to
on their conversations in 1845. “Slavery” was one of the favorite discover the actual origins of my own family who had emigrated
words to describe the Irish relationship to their ancient enemy and from this place in the late 18th and early 19th century. But mostly it
occupiers of their land, the English. Yet my own lecture posed new questions for me as I remain bewildered by the past
concentrated on an illustrated interpretation of Polktown and with which I have had such a long conversation throughout my
Congo Town and the significance of such freed black communities life.
in the subsequent history of African Americans in the United 	
Whose past is it? What are its lessons? Can we learn from
States. As archaeologists my Irish audience deeply appreciated the it? But there was no question that my Irish peregrination
historiographic importance of the military headstone and the strengthened my resolve that in our own time James C. Elbert, Co.
stories they told about the heroism and dedication of those who C, 8th USCT, still has an important story for all of us.
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